Effect of cutting and functionalization of single-walled carbon nanotubes on their dispersion behaviors.
Cutting of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and their modification with poly (ethylene glycol) and polystyrene were successfully performed through a treatment of the SWCNTs with piranha solutions and monoamine terminated polymers. The shortening and functionalization of SWCNTs were confirmed through size exclusion chromatography and Raman spectroscopy observations. The shortened SWCNTs exhibited more aggregated morphology than as-prepared SWCNTs in scanning electron microscope and atomic force microscope observations. Cutting and functionalization of SWCNTs with different polymer chains effectively tailored their dispersion behaviors in solvents. Polystyrene composite films exhibited improved transparency employing shortened SWCNTs, suggesting that the size of SWCNTs are critical factors in controlling the transparency of polymer composite films.